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MCA Proficient

Final Performance Self Reflection

Please use as much detail as possible to answer these questions:

Character: Rapunzel

Please describe, in detail, the process you used to improvise the personality of your chosen character:

I improved the personality of my character by walking more elegant and talked more girlish as in how Rapunzel's attitude is to new people.

Please describe the things you were trying to improve after your initial performance:

I improved after my initial performance by being more angry and not change moods as quick and also to be more Rapunzel like.

Explain the ways you improved your scene:

I improved my scene by changing moods as quick to not walk as far right not to go from crying to Sacred.

Give examples of how your performance improved:

One example is I was more like a princess.

Second example is not to walk as fast.

Third example is to walk like her.